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Outline
• Surface codes as topological order

– Protected quantum memory
– Abelian anyonic excitations (realization of a       lattice gauge theory)

• Proposed implementation with polar molecules

– Structure of polar molecules
– Engineering spin lattice models

– Constructing a spin model on a honeycomb lattice having topologically 
protected ground states

– Verification:  Measuring anyonic statistics

• Extensions to spin one models

• Conclusions

Zd

Motivation:  Let’s use ideas from QI to probe 
models of the natural world



I.  Topologically protected q. memory
• Idea:  Isomorphism between spins and 1-chains (pieces of string) on a 

surface cellulation                  

– e.g. n qubits on a square lattice 

– States invariant under loop operators in a given homology class are TO

! = !(V, E ,F)

no string (vacuum)

string

= 0
= 1

C1(!, Z2) = spanZ2
(E)

v1 ! V

v2 ! V

f ! F

H != (C2)!n != CC1(!,Z2)

e = [v1, v2] ! E

|!! = 1" · · · 1"X "X " 1"X "X " 1" · · · 1|vac!



The stabilizer formulation
• Want a Hamiltonian with vertex and face operators that commute

– Generators of the stabilizer group G

• Ground states of H are eigenstates of G with eigenvalue +1

– dimension of this eigenspace

– Example
– For two qubits, define

Trick for minimum groundstate energies in checkerboards// NOT
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Abstract

Consider any checkerboard latice with Hamiltonian H = U
P

v Z!4
v + g

P
f X!4

f . We prove that

some state of the global Hilbert space is fixed by the stabilzer group generated by all Z!4, X!4.
(Ditto for !Z!4, X!4, Z!4, !X!4, and !Z!4, !X!4. Crenellated boundaries are also fine with
Z!2, but Z!3 on a straight boundary is not allowed.) This in particular determines the groundstate
energy.

1 Representation tricks

The techniques below are standard in a first course on representation theory. They have also seen heavy
use in quantum computing, e.g. in stabilizer techniques and in the abelian HSP paper of Hallgren.
Key Lemma: Let ! : G ! GL(E) be a nontrivial finite dimensional irreducible unitary representation
of a finite group G. The

!
g!G !(g) = 0 " End(E).

Proof: Fix a nonzero v " E. Then w =
"!

g!G !(g)
#

is an invariant vector of !. If w = 0 for all v, then
we are done. If not, we use the representation invariant inner product to split E = W #W". This is a
contradiction, since either E = W implying E trivial or else W" $= 0, implying E is not irreducible. !
Proposition: Let G % U(2n) be a finite subgroup. For H = C2n

and HG the vector space of invariant
vectors (i.e. the intersection of the +1 eigenspaces of all g " G,) we have

dim HG = Trace
$

1
#G

%

g!G

g

&
(1)

Proof: Let " denote a (one-dimensional) trivial represnetation of G. The H = (#1")# $1# · · ·# $!2 for
the $# nontrivial. The trace vanishes on the latter, while #1 will be trace on the former summands. !
Example: The stabilizer of {X} is |+&. Now the group generated by X is G = {I2, X}, and 1

2Trace(I2 +
X) = 1.
Example: For Z ' Z and X 'X, the stabilizer is |!+&. The appropriate group is {I4, X 'X, (iY ) '
(iY ), Z ' Z}, so that the trace of the sum is four. Then 4/4 = 1.
Example: For {X, Y }, we get {±Z} % G. Thus I2 and (I2 are in G, which causes the trace to be to
zero. Thus the intersection of all +1 eigenspaces is trivial.

2 Checkerboards

Lemma: If the product of two even-degree Pauli-tensors is (I2n , then their sum is zero.
Clearly each tensor factor must agree up to sign. Then consider the sign.

1

Trace
! 1
#G

"

g!G

g
#

=
4
4

= 1 HG = |!+! =
1"
2
(|00!+ |11!)

G = !{gv, gf}"

H = !U(
!

v!V
gv +

!

f!F
gf )

[gv, gv! ] = [gf , gf ! ] = [gv, gf ] = 0gv =
!

e!{[",v],[v,"]}

Ze gf =
!

e!!f

Xe

G = !{X1X2, Z1Z2}" = {14, X1X2, Z1Z2, (iY1)(iY3)}



Qubits on a plane*
• Ground state degeneracy for qubits on a p x q plane*

#V = (p + 1)q #E = n = pq + (p + 1)(q + 1) = #V + #F + 1#F = p(q + 1)

dimHgr = Trace
! 1
#G

"

g!G

g
#

= Trace
! 1
2n"1

"

g!G

g
#

= 2

6! 7

Can encode one qubit

plane

Z

Z

Z

Z

Z

Z

Z

X X X X X X X X

Z1

X1

{X1, Z1} = 0

[H,X1] = [H,Z1] = 0

*A.Yu. Kitaev, Annals of Physics,
 303, 2 (2003); quant-ph/9707021

H = !U(
!

+

Ze1Ze2Ze3Ze4 +
!

!
Xe1Xe2Xe3Xe4)



Slightly more generic construction using qudits*
• Place a spin on each edge of lattice              .  Represent state space of each 

spin on a lattice by a qudit

• Operator basis

• Vertex constraints

• Potential term

– Claim.           is a ground state iff

– Check: 

– hence,        is in the stabilizer                                          iff          is an eigenstate of each 
– with minimal eigenvalue iff         is a ground state of  

H(1, d) = C|0! " · · ·" C|d# 1!
H(n, d) = H(1, d)!n

!(V, E ,V)

Abelian Anyons on Qudit Cell Complexes

Stephen S. Bullock
IDA Center for Computing Sciences

17100 Science Drive
Bowie, MD 20715-4300 USA

(Dated: December 9th, 2005)

We present topologically ordered Hamiltonians on spin lattices which extend constructions of
Kitaev and also Freedman and Meyer. In particular, the spin sites are qudits with number of levels
(d) prime, and the homology associated to the groundstate degeneracy takes coe!cients in Fd.
Unlike bit coe!cients, we may thus measure orientations of cycle (colloquially loop) excitations,
and the groundstates may also be associated to qudit stabilizer codes as introduced by Gottesman.

PACS numbers:

I. INTRODUCTION

II. QUDIT STABILIZER CODES

A. Stabilizers and groundstates

We next discuss qudit stabilizer codes [5, 8]. Let d
be a prime number, and consider the qudit state space
H(1, d) = C |0! " · · · " C |d # 1!, with a pure state of
n qubits being a ket within H(n, d) = H(1, d)!n. A
possible generalization of the Pauli operators on H(1, d)
would be to consider the group generated by the following
unitary matrices:

X |j! = |j + 1 mod d!
Z |j! = !j |j! , for ! = exp(2"i/d)

(1)

These are not Hermitian unless d = 2. The qudit Pauli-
tensor group, say P(n, d) $ U [H(n, d)], is the group of
unitary matrices generated by n-fold tensors of elements
of {Id, X, Z}.

We might be more explicit in the description of P(n, d).
First, for n = 1, label the multiplication in Fd to be a
dot-product. Then XaZb = !a•bZbXa. More generally,
for dit-strings a, b % (Fd)n, we use X!a and Z!b to ab-
breviate Xa1 & Xa2 & · · · & Xan and similarly Z!b for
Zb1 &Zb2 & · · ·&Zbn . For the n-entry dot-product with
values in Fd, we have X!aZ!b = !a•bZ!aX!b. Thus
explicitly

P(n, d) = {!cX!aZ!b ; a, b % (Fd)
n, c % Fd

!

(2)

The qudit stabilizer groups are subgroups G ' P(n, d).
The code subspace of such a stabilizer group is the joint
+1 eigenspace of all g % G.

Of course, such joint eigenspaces might well be trivial.
Yet a standard argument shows that they are nontrivial
in certain cases. We provide a variant [7]. Namely, we
argue that " =

"

g"G g is a projection onto the code-
subspace. To see this, split H(n, d) into irreducible uni-
tary subrepresentations of G, and label V as one such.
Let |#! % V be nonzero. Then " |#! is a G-invariant
vector, i.e. g" |#! = " |#! for any g % G. Since C" |#!

and its orthogonal complement split V , irreducibility im-
plies either V trivial (one-dimensional) or " |#! = 0.
Hence " is the projection onto the trivial subrepresen-
tations of H(n, d) viewed as a representation of G, i.e.
" projects onto the intersection of the +1 eigenspaces as
claimed. Consequently, the code subspace is nonzero i!
Trace(") (= 0 i! (G ) {!jId}) = {Idn}.

In the Hermitian case (d = 2,) it is standard that all
eigenvalues of group elements are ±1, so that a suitable
Hamiltonian for which the code space is the ground-
state is #". For general d, the eigenvalues are scat-
tered around the unit circle, so that #1 is still the least
possible real part. Thus, one may place the qudit code
subspace into the groundstate of a Hamiltonian by ad-
justing each summand of " with a Hermitian conjugate:
H =

"

g"G #(g+g†), so that the eigenvalues of the sum-
mands are then #2Re[spec(g)].

B. Quantum circuits for qudit stabilizer
measurements

We next describe how to perform the stabilizer checks
(as above) using quantum circuits. Given the specific
stabilizer of the next section, we focus on Z!k and X!k

for k * 1.
Let Fd = d#1/2

"d#1
j,k=0 !jk |j! +k| be the qudit Fourier

transform. Considering eigenkets, F†
dXFd = Z. Now the

number operator n =
"d#1

j=0 j |j! +j| su"ces to infer the
eigenvalue of Z and project into the appropriate eigen-
state. As a circuit, we might denote a number operator
measurement with the Z symbol, one of several common
conventions in the qubit case:

We allow a quantum rather than classical wire as out-
put, meaning we intend the number operator to be ap-
plied nondestructively. Thus the box also denotes a von
Neumann measurement according to {|j! +j|}, as appro-
priate. Determination of the X eigenstate and/or projec-

XaZb = !a·bZbXa

tion onto an X eigenket is then accomplished as follows:

F†
d

Fd

For Z!k and X!k, we suggest using addition gates
along with a qudit ancilla. We will denote |j, k! "#
|j, (j + k) mod d! by a typical control bullet with the tar-
get (in the formula second) line holding a + gate. The
the following construction of Z!2 generalizes for Z!k:

|0! + +

•

•

For Z!k |j1, j2, . . . , jk! = !j1+···+jk |j1, j2, . . . , jk!, and
we have placed |(j1 + · · · jk) mod d! on the ancilla
line before the number operator is applied. Finally,
(F†

d)!kX!kF!k
d = Z!k, so that the following diagram

for X!2 extends:

|0! + +

F†
d

• Fd

F†
d

• Fd

Using similarity transforms by qudit Fourier transforms,
the von Neumann projection onto eigenstates of any
g $ P(n, d) may be similarly accomplished using a single
ancilla.

III. HOMOLOGICAL ORDER FOR QUDITS

A. Cellular Hamiltonians

We construct our Hamiltonian using a cellular two-
complex ! rather than an explicit lattice [2]. The cellu-
lation below would then encode whether the appropriate
lattice were square, triangular, hexagonal, Kagome, etc.

We construct a Hamiltonian whose groundstate degen-
eracy reflects the homology H1(!, Fd) [6]. Label V to be
the vertices of !, E to be the edges, and F to be the
faces. We also require properties that hold if ! is a nice
cellulation of an orientable, compact, connected surface.
Specifically, each edge has a boundary of exactly two ver-
tices. Moreover, each face has an orientation according
to which each edge lies in the boundary of two faces,
and moreover the edge takes opposite orientations in the
boundary of each face. Finally, ! is finite. The Hamilto-
nian is k-local for k the maximum of the valence of any
vertex and the number of edges on any face.

We briefly review the appropriate homology. Label
the chain sets to be formal sums of vertices, edges,

and faces respectively: C0(!, Fd) = spanFd
(V),

C1(!, Fd) = spanFd
(E), and C2(!, Fd) = spanFd

(F). We
generally drop the ! and coe"cient system, which should
be clear from context. Since ! is a cell complex, there
exist boundary operators

C0
!%& C1

!%& C2 (3)

with "2 = 0 [6]. For example, if an edge e connects v1

and v2, say e = [v1, v2], then "e = v1&v2 = v1+(d&1)v2.
Note that by construction edges of E are oriented, and
for d > 2 the orientations impact boundary computa-
tions. A similar comment applies to Fd-valued multiplic-
ities. Since "2 = 0, we have ker("1) ' image("2) for
"j : Cj # Cj"1. Thus we may define the Fd vector
space H1(!, Fd) = ker("1)/image("2). This first homol-
ogy group is well known to be a topological invariant,
i.e. any topological space homotopic to that underlying
! will produce an H1 of the same dimension. Homol-
ogy elements are represented by cycles, i.e. elements of
the kernel of the boundary operator. However, several
elements might represent the same class, di#ering by a
boundary, i.e. an element in the image above.

Let n = #E , and consider placing a qudit on each
e $ E . Implicitly in the cellular structure [6], each edge
is the image of [0, 1] and is so oriented from one vertex
to the other. The |+1! excitation of the edge will be
implicitly associated to this orientation, while the |d & 1!
state corresponds to the other.

On the associated physical system H(n, d), let Xe and
Ze denote the operator applied to the qudit of that edge
with identity operators bu#ered into the remainder of
the tensor. For each v $ V , we define a Pauli-tensor and
vertex Hamiltonian by

gv =
!

e=[#,v] Ze
!

e=[v,#] Z
"1
e

Hv = &(gv + g†v)
(4)

Ignoring the identities, the general form of Hv is Z!k +
(Z"1)!k for k the valence of the vertex. For some U > 0,
we then define the potential energy term of a topologi-
cally ordered Hamiltonian by H! = U

"

v$V Hv.
The notation has been chosen for the following reason.

Suppose that # =
"

e$E nee is a chain, with each ne $
Fd. There is an associated qudit computational basis
state, say |#!, which is local and places the qudit of each
e in state |ne!. We claim that |#! is a groundstate of H!

i# "# = 0, i.e. # is a cycle. To see this, one verifies that
gv |#! = !c |#! where "# = cv +

"

w %=v cww. Hence |#! is
in the stabilizer ({gv}! ) P(n, d) i# |#! is an eigenstate
of each Hv of minimial (real) eigenvalue i# |#! is in the
groundstate of H! . As an aside, note that this implies
the code space of ({gv}! is nontrivial, which we might
also verify by arguing that no nontrivial multiple of Idn

occurs as a product of the gv.
Strictly speaking, one should not refer to the ground-

state of H! as being topologically ordered. Admittedly,
groundstates are of the form |$g! =

"

%" |#! for # a
cycle, colloquially a loop of excited edges. For d > 2, the

Z!k + (Z"1)!k

For a lattice of valence k, this is of the form

H! = U
!

v!V
Hv, U > 0

!" = 0

Chain Computational basis state

! |!"! =
!

e!E
nee

|!!

P(n, d) = {!cX!aZ!b,a,b ! (Zd)n}

tion onto an X eigenket is then accomplished as follows:

F†
d

Fd

For Z!k and X!k, we suggest using addition gates
along with a qudit ancilla. We will denote |j, k! "#
|j, (j + k) mod d! by a typical control bullet with the tar-
get (in the formula second) line holding a + gate. The
the following construction of Z!2 generalizes for Z!k:

|0! + +

•

•

For Z!k |j1, j2, . . . , jk! = !j1+···+jk |j1, j2, . . . , jk!, and
we have placed |(j1 + · · · jk) mod d! on the ancilla
line before the number operator is applied. Finally,
(F†

d)!kX!kF!k
d = Z!k, so that the following diagram

for X!2 extends:

|0! + +

F†
d

• Fd

F†
d

• Fd

Using similarity transforms by qudit Fourier transforms,
the von Neumann projection onto eigenstates of any
g $ P(n, d) may be similarly accomplished using a single
ancilla.
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(F). We
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be clear from context. Since ! is a cell complex, there
exist boundary operators

C0
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with "2 = 0 [6]. For example, if an edge e connects v1

and v2, say e = [v1, v2], then "e = v1&v2 = v1+(d&1)v2.
Note that by construction edges of E are oriented, and
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tions. A similar comment applies to Fd-valued multiplic-
ities. Since "2 = 0, we have ker("1) ' image("2) for
"j : Cj # Cj"1. Thus we may define the Fd vector
space H1(!, Fd) = ker("1)/image("2). This first homol-
ogy group is well known to be a topological invariant,
i.e. any topological space homotopic to that underlying
! will produce an H1 of the same dimension. Homol-
ogy elements are represented by cycles, i.e. elements of
the kernel of the boundary operator. However, several
elements might represent the same class, di#ering by a
boundary, i.e. an element in the image above.

Let n = #E , and consider placing a qudit on each
e $ E . Implicitly in the cellular structure [6], each edge
is the image of [0, 1] and is so oriented from one vertex
to the other. The |+1! excitation of the edge will be
implicitly associated to this orientation, while the |d & 1!
state corresponds to the other.

On the associated physical system H(n, d), let Xe and
Ze denote the operator applied to the qudit of that edge
with identity operators bu#ered into the remainder of
the tensor. For each v $ V , we define a Pauli-tensor and
vertex Hamiltonian by

gv =
!

e=[#,v] Ze
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"1
e
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(4)

Ignoring the identities, the general form of Hv is Z!k +
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cally ordered Hamiltonian by H! = U
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The notation has been chosen for the following reason.

Suppose that # =
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groundstates are of the form |$g! =
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eracy reflects the homology H1(!, Fd) [6]. Label V to be
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faces. We also require properties that hold if ! is a nice
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to which each edge lies in the boundary of two faces,
and moreover the edge takes opposite orientations in the
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Let n = #E , and consider placing a qudit on each
e $ E . Implicitly in the cellular structure [6], each edge
is the image of [0, 1] and is so oriented from one vertex
to the other. The |+1! excitation of the edge will be
implicitly associated to this orientation, while the |d & 1!
state corresponds to the other.

On the associated physical system H(n, d), let Xe and
Ze denote the operator applied to the qudit of that edge
with identity operators bu#ered into the remainder of
the tensor. For each v $ V , we define a Pauli-tensor and
vertex Hamiltonian by

gv =
!

e=[#,v] Ze
!

e=[v,#] Z
"1
e

Hv = &(gv + g†v)
(4)

Ignoring the identities, the general form of Hv is Z!k +
(Z"1)!k for k the valence of the vertex. For some U > 0,
we then define the potential energy term of a topologi-
cally ordered Hamiltonian by H! = U

"

v$V Hv.
The notation has been chosen for the following reason.

Suppose that # =
"

e$E nee is a chain, with each ne $
Fd. There is an associated qudit computational basis
state, say |#!, which is local and places the qudit of each
e in state |ne!. We claim that |#! is a groundstate of H!

i# "# = 0, i.e. # is a cycle. To see this, one verifies that
gv |#! = !c |#! where "# = cv +

"

w %=v cww. Hence |#! is
in the stabilizer ({gv}! ) P(n, d) i# |#! is an eigenstate
of each Hv of minimial (real) eigenvalue i# |#! is in the
groundstate of H! . As an aside, note that this implies
the code space of ({gv}! is nontrivial, which we might
also verify by arguing that no nontrivial multiple of Idn

occurs as a product of the gv.
Strictly speaking, one should not refer to the ground-

state of H! as being topologically ordered. Admittedly,
groundstates are of the form |$g! =

"

%" |#! for # a
cycle, colloquially a loop of excited edges. For d > 2, the

|!! Hv|!!

Pauli-group

|!! H!

n = #E

*SS Bullock and GKB in preparation



Construction of TO cont.

• We’re not there yet
– The ground states of         are superpositions of cycles, but they are not topologically ordered 

because the cycle space is not yet a topological invariant.  Changing the cellulation changes 
the degeneracy. 

• Face constraints

• Kinetic term

• Total Hamiltonian

– for a compact, connected, orientable surface of genus g,

– ground subspace (code space) 

H!

edges must be properly oriented, and hitting every edge
of a Y junction is allowed if multiplicities are accounted
for. Yet the cycle subspace is not a topological invariant.
Thus, we next add a kinetic energy term to the poten-
tial, splitting the degeneracy of H! and reducing to a
final groundstate corresponding to homology.

For each face f , the face Hamiltonian Hf is defined
as follows. Orient f according to the orientation of the
manifold underlying !. Label edges by !f =

!p
k=1 okek

for ok ! {1, d" 1}. Then we define

gf = Xo1

e1
Xo2

e2
Xo3

e3
. . . X

op
ep

Hf = "(gf + g†f)
(5)

With these choices, [Hf , Hv] = 0 for all faces f and ver-
tices v. Hence, for some constant h #= 0, we might define
HKE = h

!

f!F Hf . Due to commutativity, the kinetic
energy Hamiltonian respects the groundstate degeneracy
of H! . Label H = H! + HKE. We next show that the
dimension of the groundstate degeneracy of H (over C)
corresponds to the number of elements of H1(!, Fd).

B. Homology class groundstates

Let sgn(h) = h/|h|. Then the groundstate of the
Hamiltonian H = H! + HKE is also a stabilizer code
space of G = ${gv, sgn(h)gf ; v ! V , f ! F}% & P(n, d).
We first check that this code space is nonzero. First,
there are relations gd

v = gd
f = Id. Otherwise, the only

product of gv elements (exclusive) which will produce a
multiple of the identity is the full product

"

v!V gv. Con-
sidering the action on each edge separately, this product
is Idn . Similarly, the face product

"

f!F gf is seen to be
Idn , since the edge appears in one clockwise boundary
and one counterclockwise boundary. Finally, ${gv}% and
${gf}% commute, so that no new relations arise from ar-
bitrary products. Hence these are the only relations in
this set of generators. Thus (G ' {"jId}) = {Idn} and
the code subspace is nonempty.

Recall the stabilizer projector # =
!

g!G g, now ap-
plied to G as above. Suppose |$% is the computational
basis state of some chain $ ! C1 which is also a cycle;
!$ = 0. Then we may also speak of [$] ! H1(!, Fd). Fur-
thermore, |$% is in the groundstate of H! . It is tempting
to associate a canonical groundstate to each class [$] us-
ing # |$%. Yet this is impractical, since G is large and
the relative phases induced by arbitrary products are
complicated. Rather, consider commutative subgroups
Gf = ${gf}% and Gv = ${gv}% of G. We then label
#f =

!

g!Gf
g and define

|[$]% def
= #f |$% =

1
#

d(#F)

$

g!Gf

gf |$% (6)

Then |[$]% lies the code subspace, since Gf preserves the
eigenspaces of each gv while G is generated by Gv and
Gf . We next argue that |[$]% is a nonzero ket.

To see this, label |[$]% =
!

"!C1
%" |&%. Considering

the action of the gf , each |&% with %" #= 0 must have
$"& ! image(!2), i.e. |[$]% is an entangled superposition
of cycle states for cycles & ! [$]. Fix such an &, and label
[!] =

!

f!F ±f with each face oriented according to the
manifold underlying !. Now the homology between $"&
is not unique: perhaps $ " & = !'1 = !'2 for distinct
'1, '2 ! C2. Then in fact there are (at least) two terms
of #f , specifically g#j =

"

±f!#j
g±f for j = 1, 2, with

g#j |$% = |&%. Yet any such distinct pair must satisfy
['1 " '2] ! H2(!, Fd) = ker (!2), while it is well known
that H2(!, Fd) = Fd since ! is a cellulation of a surface.
Thus '2 = '1 + j[!] for j ! Fd. Hence the component
of |[$]% in the direction of |&% is nonzero, since %" |&% =
"d"1

j=0 gj[!] |$% #= 0 and the coe"cient of |&% results by
translating this by any g". In particular, |[$]% is nonzero
as we wished to prove.

Retracing the argument above, we may compute the
image under #f of the code space of Gv. This is simply
the code space of G, of course. A dimension count results
in the following fact, alluded to earlier:

dimC( groundstate of H) = #H1(!, Fd) (7)

We next consider how such |[$]% might be prepared e"-
ciently, using the stabilizer formalism.

IV. CORRECTIONS TO TOPOLOGICAL
GROUNDSTATES

A. Storing qudits

Placing quantum data into such a |[$]% is di"cult. For
large lattices, this would be a special case of the qudit
state-synthesis problem. Universal circuits of two-qudit
operators capable of reaching arbitrary n qudit states are
known to scale exponentially with the number of qudits
[11]. In this section, we propose an alternative which re-
quires a number of stabilizer measurements that is linear
in the size of the lattice and also a sublinear number of
entangling gates.

Let Hloop denote the groundstate of H! . Earlier, we
have alluded to the following to the following orthonor-
mal splitting:

Hloop = ($!ker !C |$% = ([$]!H1(!,Fd) ("![$] C |&%
(8)

Further label H[$] = ("![$]C |&%. For an (orientable,
connected, compact) surface of genus g, it is well known
that H1(!, Fd) = (Fd)2g. In what follows, we encode
a qudit |(% ! H(1, d) within the topologically ordered
groundstate of H , say Hgr

)= C2dg.
The suggestion for encoding is as follows. We be-

gin with |(% =
!d"1

j=0 %j |j%. Choose a copy of Fd &
H1(!, Fd), and let [$] correspond to 1 ! Fd. Choose
$ ! [$], preferably with as few nonzero (excited) edges
as possible. Now j$ is also a cycle for 0 * j * d " 1,
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orientation (+/-)

HKE = g
!

f!F
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Hgr
!= (Cd)2g

Example:
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Figure 1. Cellulation of an orientable surface. Each system particle (qudit) is
represented by an edge. Particle interactions occur between all edges that meet
at a common vertex and all edges comprising a plaquette boundary. (a) In this
example, physical qudits reside on the vertices of a Kagome’ lattice on a torus such
that the resultant cellulation is a honeycomb lattice on a torus. Edge and face
orientations are indicated. For the vertices v0, v1 and faces f0, f1 the mutually
commuting operators in the Hamiltonian are gv0 = Z[v6,v0]Z[v5,v0]Z

!1
[v0,v1]

, gv1 =

Z[v0,v1]Z
!1
[v1,v9]

Z!1
[v1,v2]

, gf0 = X[v0,v1]X[v1,v9]X
!1
[v8,v9]

X!1
[v7,v8]

X!1
[v6,v7]

X[v6,v0],

gf1 = X!1
[v0,v1]

X!1
[v1,v2]

X[v3,v2]X[v4,v3]X[v5,v4]X
!1
[v5,v0]

. (b) Same cellulation with

vertex (red) ancilla and face (green) ancilla. These can be used to perform local
stabilizer checks.

Throughout this section, let ! = #G!1 !

g"G g. Suppose either Case i or Case ii.
Then for each ["], the restriction of ! to H[!] is a rank one projector whose (nonzero)
image is an element of ker (H" + HKE) = ker H .

To verify this, suppose |"! is the computational basis state of some cycle " " C1

(i.e. #" = 0.) Then we may also speak of ["] " H1(!, Fd), |"! is in the groundstate
of H" . Label

|["]! def
= !f |"! = (#G)!1

"

g"G

g |"! . (8)

It su"ces for the Assertion to show the following.

• If "1 and "2 each lie in ["], then |["1]! and |["2]! di#er by a global phase.

• If |"! #= 0, then |["]! #= 0.

This su"ces to see the restriction of ! is a rank one projector, since the first item
demands the rank $ 1 and the second demands the rank % 1.

We begin with the first item, writing "1 & "2 = $ " im #2. Since the underlying
manifold of ! is orientable, suppose for convenience that all faces f have positive
orientation. Then for $ =

!

f"S(#) f we put g# =
#

f"S(#) gf , implying |"1! = g# |"2!.
Note that g#!f = !fg# = !f . Thus |["1]! = !fg# |"2! = !f |"2! = |["2]!.

We next demonstrate that !f |H[!]
has rank % 1. As discussed in §2,

it su!ces to show that the trace of this projection, when restricted to the
subspace H[!] which it preserves, is nonzero, and that immediately follows
if %$Idn " Gf demands % = 1. For all other elements of P(n, d) are traceless.
Case i and Case ii di"er somewhat. To explain why, note that in the last
paragraph we exploited g# |"! = |" + #$! for any sum of faces (2 chain) $.
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Example:  2 punctured plane encoding 2 qudits
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Figure A1. An oriented two complex !, which is a cellulation of a two punctured
disk encoding two logical qudits in n physical qudits. Vertex operators Hv are
k local where k is the valence of the vertex whereas all face operators Hf are 4
local in this example. Ground states are +1 eigenstates of the stabilizer group
G!, but not all the stabilizer generators are independent, i.e.

Q

v gv = Idn and
Q

f gf = C!!(X)C!f !
a
(X)C!f !

b
(X), where C(X) is a closed loop of X operators

acting on a boundary. There are then two independent non trivial cycles on !
which can be generated by closed loops of X operators around the boundaries
!f !

a, !f !

b. Similarly, there are two independent non trivial cycles on the dual !̃
which can be generated by strings of Z operators that connect two independent
pairs of boundaries of the complex. Shown are the Pauli group operations ZkXj

on qudit a and ZsXr on qudit b.

not include operators on the punctured faces f !
j , i.e. H !

KE = h
!

f"F ! Hf , where

F ! = F ! {f !
j}k

j=1. Consequently, there are edges on the boundaries !f !
j that are

acted on by X operators from faces on one side only. Another way to see this is that
all edges of the dual cellulation that cross the boundary !f !

j share a common vertex
located at f !

j in !. Each edge in ! has two vertices in V , hence the product over all
vertex operators is:

"

v"V

gv = Idn . (A.1)

Not every edge in ! borders two faces in F !, however, and the product over all face
operators is:

"

f"F !

gf = C!!(X)
k

"

j=1

Cj(X), (A.2)

where C!!(X) =
#

ej"!! X
oj
ej and Cj(X) =

#

ej"!f !

j
X

oj
ej . The orientation oj = 1

if the edge ej is oriented in the same direction as the boundary on which the edge
resides, and ej = d ! 1 if the orientations are opposite.

First we argue that the code space in nonempty. Recall, the code states are
defined as +1 eigenstates of the stabilizer group G! = "{gf |f # F !} $ {gv}%. The
operators "{gv}% and "{gf} commute and the only additional relations obtained from
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of H , then correcting it amounts to choosing an cancelling anyon or equivalently to
choosing a cycle on !. If the dual charges of the anyon are separated by roughly
half the diameter of the two-complex, then this choice is likely to cause an error. Yet
for nearby dual charges one might reasonably guess [!1 ! !2] = [0]. In particular, if
! were to cellulate the square fundamental domain of a torus using n qudits on the
edges (implying "(

"
n) qudits on a side,) then we would expect an error length for

the associated stabilizer code to be roughly O(
"

n) [6].
Similar comments apply not only to charge anyons but also flux anyons [11]. Here,

one chooses a path in the dual complex to !, i.e. a sequence of connected faces. Let
|[0]# be the homological groundstate associated to [0] $ H1(!, Fd). A flux charge of
multiplicity j on the endpoints of the face path is associated to

!

!"flux anyon
"

= #vg±j
f1

g±j
f2

· · · g±j
f!

|[0]# (24)

where #v = (#V)!1
#

v"V gv and the path consists of faces f1, f2, . . . , f! with the
signs allowing for orientation. The flux anyon theory follows quickly by considering
the charge anyons of the dual two-complex to !, say !̃. Faces of ! become vertices
of !̃ while vertices become faces, and the graph of !̃ arises by connecting vertices
corresponding to incident faces of !. Suitable hypotheses on the cellulation of the
underlying two-manifold of ! will cause this dualization procedure to be well behaved
[14], and one might associate charge-anyonic observation of flux anyons and vice versa
with pairings exploited in the proof of Poincaré duality.

6.2. Quasi-particle statistics

Excited states are defined as follows: a charge a $ Zd at vertex v is labeled by the state
|(a, 0; (v,!))# such that %(a, 0; (v,!))| gv |(a, 0; (v,!))# = $a. Similarly, flux b $ Zd at
face f is labeled by the state |(0, b; (!, f))# such that %(0, b; (!, f))| g†f |(0, b; (!, f))# =

$b. A bound state of charge and flux at vertex v and face f neighboring each other such
that [v, &] $ %f or [&, v] $ %f , is labeled by the dyonic combination (a, b) $ Zd ' Zd:
|(a, b; (v, f))#. Any local operator acting on a edge that is not a boundary of ! produces
excitations in particle anti-particle pairs. For example, the operator Xa

e acting at
edge e = [v1, v2] creates a pair of boundaries on the vertices, one with charge a at
v1 and other with charge d ! a at v2. We name the charge d ! a particle an anti-
charge to a. Similarly, the operator Zb

e creates quasi-particles located on the two
faces f1 and f2 that share the edge e on their boundaries. Let face f1 be the face
with opposite orientation to e. Then the flux at f1 is b and the anti-flux at f2 has
the value d ! b. A product operator XaZ!b acting on edge e creates the dyon (a, b)
with charge a at vertex v1 and flux b at face f1 (see Fig. 2a). When it is clear
from the context we will drop the particle location labels (v, f) and denote particle
anti-particle pairs by |(a, b); (!a,!b)#. The mass of a dyon is given by the expectation
value: %(a, b)|H |(a, b)#!E0 = 2U(1!Re[$a])+2h(1!Re[$b]), where E0 is the vacuum
energy. The energy to create a particle antiparticle pair is twice this value.

Topological interactions described by a Zd gauge theory are completely
characterized by the following rules [18]:

|(a, b; (v, f))# ' |(a#, b#; (v, f))# = |(a + a#, b + b#; (v, f))# (25)

R2 |(a, b; (v, f))# |(a#, b#; (v#, f #))# = $(a!b+b!a) |(a, b; (v, f))# |(a#, b#; (v#, f #))# (26)

R|(a, b; (v, f))# |(a, b; (v#, f #))# = $ab |(a, b; (v, f))# |(a, b; (v#, f #))# (27)
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of H , then correcting it amounts to choosing an cancelling anyon or equivalently to
choosing a cycle on !. If the dual charges of the anyon are separated by roughly
half the diameter of the two-complex, then this choice is likely to cause an error. Yet
for nearby dual charges one might reasonably guess [!1 ! !2] = [0]. In particular, if
! were to cellulate the square fundamental domain of a torus using n qudits on the
edges (implying "(

"
n) qudits on a side,) then we would expect an error length for

the associated stabilizer code to be roughly O(
"

n) [6].
Similar comments apply not only to charge anyons but also flux anyons [11]. Here,

one chooses a path in the dual complex to !, i.e. a sequence of connected faces. Let
|[0]# be the homological groundstate associated to [0] $ H1(!, Fd). A flux charge of
multiplicity j on the endpoints of the face path is associated to

!

!"flux anyon
"

= #vg±j
f1

g±j
f2

· · · g±j
f!

|[0]# (24)

where #v = (#V)!1
#

v"V gv and the path consists of faces f1, f2, . . . , f! with the
signs allowing for orientation. The flux anyon theory follows quickly by considering
the charge anyons of the dual two-complex to !, say !̃. Faces of ! become vertices
of !̃ while vertices become faces, and the graph of !̃ arises by connecting vertices
corresponding to incident faces of !. Suitable hypotheses on the cellulation of the
underlying two-manifold of ! will cause this dualization procedure to be well behaved
[14], and one might associate charge-anyonic observation of flux anyons and vice versa
with pairings exploited in the proof of Poincaré duality.

6.2. Quasi-particle statistics

Excited states are defined as follows: a charge a $ Zd at vertex v is labeled by the state
|(a, 0; (v,!))# such that %(a, 0; (v,!))| gv |(a, 0; (v,!))# = $a. Similarly, flux b $ Zd at
face f is labeled by the state |(0, b; (!, f))# such that %(0, b; (!, f))| g†f |(0, b; (!, f))# =

$b. A bound state of charge and flux at vertex v and face f neighboring each other such
that [v, &] $ %f or [&, v] $ %f , is labeled by the dyonic combination (a, b) $ Zd ' Zd:
|(a, b; (v, f))#. Any local operator acting on a edge that is not a boundary of ! produces
excitations in particle anti-particle pairs. For example, the operator Xa

e acting at
edge e = [v1, v2] creates a pair of boundaries on the vertices, one with charge a at
v1 and other with charge d ! a at v2. We name the charge d ! a particle an anti-
charge to a. Similarly, the operator Zb

e creates quasi-particles located on the two
faces f1 and f2 that share the edge e on their boundaries. Let face f1 be the face
with opposite orientation to e. Then the flux at f1 is b and the anti-flux at f2 has
the value d ! b. A product operator XaZ!b acting on edge e creates the dyon (a, b)
with charge a at vertex v1 and flux b at face f1 (see Fig. 2a). When it is clear
from the context we will drop the particle location labels (v, f) and denote particle
anti-particle pairs by |(a, b); (!a,!b)#. The mass of a dyon is given by the expectation
value: %(a, b)|H |(a, b)#!E0 = 2U(1!Re[$a])+2h(1!Re[$b]), where E0 is the vacuum
energy. The energy to create a particle antiparticle pair is twice this value.

Topological interactions described by a Zd gauge theory are completely
characterized by the following rules [18]:

|(a, b; (v, f))# ' |(a#, b#; (v, f))# = |(a + a#, b + b#; (v, f))# (25)

R2 |(a, b; (v, f))# |(a#, b#; (v#, f #))# = $(a!b+b!a) |(a, b; (v, f))# |(a#, b#; (v#, f #))# (26)

R|(a, b; (v, f))# |(a, b; (v#, f #))# = $ab |(a, b; (v, f))# |(a, b; (v#, f #))# (27)
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2
(|0!a+|1!a) and use this qubit

to perform the controlled unitary "1(X"r
e Zs

e) = |0!a #0|$ 1d + |1!a #1|$ X"r
e Zs

e

(where (r, s) %= (0, 0)) on the qudit residing on the edge e = [v2, v0]. Measure
the ancilla in the x̂ basis and record the result m = ±1. The resultant state is
|!(2)! = 1!

2
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of H , then correcting it amounts to choosing an cancelling anyon or equivalently to
choosing a cycle on !. If the dual charges of the anyon are separated by roughly
half the diameter of the two-complex, then this choice is likely to cause an error. Yet
for nearby dual charges one might reasonably guess [!1 ! !2] = [0]. In particular, if
! were to cellulate the square fundamental domain of a torus using n qudits on the
edges (implying "(

"
n) qudits on a side,) then we would expect an error length for

the associated stabilizer code to be roughly O(
"

n) [6].
Similar comments apply not only to charge anyons but also flux anyons [11]. Here,

one chooses a path in the dual complex to !, i.e. a sequence of connected faces. Let
|[0]# be the homological groundstate associated to [0] $ H1(!, Fd). A flux charge of
multiplicity j on the endpoints of the face path is associated to

!

!"flux anyon
"

= #vg±j
f1

g±j
f2

· · · g±j
f!

|[0]# (24)

where #v = (#V)!1
#

v"V gv and the path consists of faces f1, f2, . . . , f! with the
signs allowing for orientation. The flux anyon theory follows quickly by considering
the charge anyons of the dual two-complex to !, say !̃. Faces of ! become vertices
of !̃ while vertices become faces, and the graph of !̃ arises by connecting vertices
corresponding to incident faces of !. Suitable hypotheses on the cellulation of the
underlying two-manifold of ! will cause this dualization procedure to be well behaved
[14], and one might associate charge-anyonic observation of flux anyons and vice versa
with pairings exploited in the proof of Poincaré duality.

6.2. Quasi-particle statistics

Excited states are defined as follows: a charge a $ Zd at vertex v is labeled by the state
|(a, 0; (v,!))# such that %(a, 0; (v,!))| gv |(a, 0; (v,!))# = $a. Similarly, flux b $ Zd at
face f is labeled by the state |(0, b; (!, f))# such that %(0, b; (!, f))| g†f |(0, b; (!, f))# =

$b. A bound state of charge and flux at vertex v and face f neighboring each other such
that [v, &] $ %f or [&, v] $ %f , is labeled by the dyonic combination (a, b) $ Zd ' Zd:
|(a, b; (v, f))#. Any local operator acting on a edge that is not a boundary of ! produces
excitations in particle anti-particle pairs. For example, the operator Xa

e acting at
edge e = [v1, v2] creates a pair of boundaries on the vertices, one with charge a at
v1 and other with charge d ! a at v2. We name the charge d ! a particle an anti-
charge to a. Similarly, the operator Zb

e creates quasi-particles located on the two
faces f1 and f2 that share the edge e on their boundaries. Let face f1 be the face
with opposite orientation to e. Then the flux at f1 is b and the anti-flux at f2 has
the value d ! b. A product operator XaZ!b acting on edge e creates the dyon (a, b)
with charge a at vertex v1 and flux b at face f1 (see Fig. 2a). When it is clear
from the context we will drop the particle location labels (v, f) and denote particle
anti-particle pairs by |(a, b); (!a,!b)#. The mass of a dyon is given by the expectation
value: %(a, b)|H |(a, b)#!E0 = 2U(1!Re[$a])+2h(1!Re[$b]), where E0 is the vacuum
energy. The energy to create a particle antiparticle pair is twice this value.

Topological interactions described by a Zd gauge theory are completely
characterized by the following rules [18]:

|(a, b; (v, f))# ' |(a#, b#; (v, f))# = |(a + a#, b + b#; (v, f))# (25)

R2 |(a, b; (v, f))# |(a#, b#; (v#, f #))# = $(a!b+b!a) |(a, b; (v, f))# |(a#, b#; (v#, f #))# (26)

R|(a, b; (v, f))# |(a, b; (v#, f #))# = $ab |(a, b; (v, f))# |(a, b; (v#, f #))# (27)
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Microwave coupling with tunable spin patterns
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TO from 2-body interactions
• Spin-1/2 particles on a honeycomb lattice*

– Exactly solvable

• In the limit,                ,  pairs of spins along z-links are mapped to a qubit
– New spin operators on each z-link:

– Protected q. memory
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Results for system of 12 spins
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• Excitations induced by single spin flips (along a z-link) represented by 
particle pairs

– Consider translationally invariant 4-local interaction along diamonds with vertices on z-links

– Four superselection sectors:  vacuum (no particles), Z particles (   ) on the left and right of a Z flipped spin, 
Y particles (  ) above and below a Y flipped spin, bound state of a Z particle and an Y particle (     ) flanking 
an X flipped spin.   

– Fusion rules (as obtained from the action of the Pauli operators):

– Relative statistics under braiding:    
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III.  Higher spin models using hyperfine levels

The intermolecular potentials are computed by diagonalizing Hint in blocks of MFtot and !. In Fig 1 we

plot the excited state potentials for 40Ca35Cl with I = 3/2. At the intermolecular separation r ! 100nm we
find appreciable mixing of asymptotic hyperfine states. Even if it is not possible to optically trap at this

separation, the mixing of levels gives the possibility of tuning to different spin weighted states. There is

also the possibility that the microwave fields could be tuned such that more distant molecular pairs have

small coupling due to off resonant cancellation effects from states with energies above and below the field

frequency.

Figure 1: Dipole-dipole coupled excited rotation states for 40Ca35Cl. (a) Level-structure of a single

CaCl molecule within the lowest two rotational manifolds N = 0,1. The spectroscopic parameters are
B= 4563.75MHz, "= 42.21MHz, b= 19.30MHz, c= 12.46MHz and eqQ= 1.00MHz. (b) Dipole-dipole
coupled excited rotation states for the N1+N2 = 1 manifold as a function of internuclear separation. The

quantum numbers (N,J,F ;N,J,F) for the asymptote of each manifold are indicated. (c) Magnification of
(b) showing the potential curves for the (0,1/2,2;1,1/2,2) and (0,1/2,1;1,3/2,0) manifolds.

2 Designing effective spin-one Hamiltonians

By applying a microwave field tuned near resonant to the dipole-dipole coupled excited state potentials,

it is possible to engineer effective spin-spin interactions in the ground spin states of a pair of molecules.

In the rotating wave approximation, the field interaction with the two molecules at positions x1,x2 is
Hmf = "#2i=1(h̄$D

†
i · eFei(kF ·xi"%Ft)/2+ h.c.). Here the electric field of amplitude E0 is characterized by

the Rabi frequency |$|= d|E0|/h̄, polarization eF = &"ê"1+&0ê0+&+ê1, (ê0 # ẑ), and frequency %F . For
molecules spaced by optical wavelengths, all the dipoles are excited in phase and we can set kF ·xi = 0. For

convenience we choose the intermolecular axis along ê0.

When the saturation to the excited states is small, the effective Hamiltonian acting on the ground states is

obtained in second order perturbation theory as

Heff(r) =#
i, f
#
j

$gf |Hmf|' j(r)%$' j(r)|Hmf|gi%
h̄%F " (Ej(r)"Egr)

|gf %$gi|, (8)

where {|gi%, |gf %} are ground states with N1 = N2 = 0 and energy Egr and {|' j(r)%} are excited eigenstates
of Hint with N1 +N2 = 1 and with excitation energies {Ej(r)}. The reduced interaction in the subspace

3

Hm = BN2 + !N · S + bI · S + cIzSz + eQq
3Iz2 ! I(I + 1)

4I(2I ! 1)

Fermi contact Dipolar Electric Quadrupole

I = 3/2

Encode here

F = 1

F = 2

N = 0



hyperfine cont.

Figure 2: Dipole-dipole coupled excited rotation states for 40Ca35Cl. (a) Level-structure of a single CaCl

molecule within the lowest two rotational manifolds N = 0,1. The spectroscopic parameters are B =
4563.75MHz, ! = 42.21MHz, b = 19.30MHz, c = 12.46MHz and eqQ = 1.00MHz. (b) Dipole-dipole
coupled excited rotation states for the N1+N2 = 1 manifold as a function of internuclear separation. The
quantum numbers (N,J,F;N,J,F) for the asymptote of each manifold are indicated. (c) Magnification
of (b) showing the potential curves for the (0,1/2,2;1,1/2,2) and (0,1/2,1;1,3/2,0) manifolds.

is incomplete to the point of possibly being misleading. Ref. [12] demonstrated only that molecules can

be formed in their internal ground state, starting from laser-cooled atoms. To load (polar) molecules into

the motional ground state of the lattice would also require putting one atom of each constituent species

in the motional ground state of the lattice-no mean feat! Ideas for doing this have been discussed in

several papers, and should be referenced. It may actually be more realistic to load molecules into the

lattice ground state by cooling an ensemble of molecules, then taking them through the Mott insulator

transition-this would be reasonable to mention as well, or instead of, the molecule production directly

into the motional ground state. Again, several references for such proposed schemes exist.

We have added references describing strategies for motional ground state preparation of polar molecules

I am tending to recommend publication in Nature. However, the second and third sections of the

paper (’Spectroscopy..’ and ’Engineering..’) are written in a rather ’heavy’ style, which can make

difficulties for a general reader. I am not a new-comer in the field of quantum gases and condensed

matter physics, but it took me quite some time to understand these sections. I agree that it is not easy to

avoid this style when explaining a non-trivial idea of the paper, but reducing the number of molecular

physics and quantum optics details in these sections will make the paper more accessible for a broad

audience.

We have moved the discussion of the origin of the symmetries in the dipole-dipole coupled states to

the Methods section. This is not critical for following the argument of the paper and hopefully makes

the exposition more clear. In addition we have moved some details on the implementation of the spin

models out of figure captions and into the text. While we have tried to keep the discussion complete

without unnecessary jargon, some amount of technical detail has been unavoidable.

Detailed list of changes:

Example Hamiltonian in terms of spin-1 rep of su(2), built with 8 microwave fields:

H! = U(S1 · S2 ! !(S1 · S2)2)

Can’t build generic two body Hamiltonians but can build a large class

Asymptotic couplings exactly solvable

For                  system is gapped with 
valence bond ground state: spin 2 rep 
of

! = !1/3

1! 1 = 0" 1" 2



Summary & Outlook

 Recipe for building a class of Hamiltonians with topologically ordered ground states

 We can design spin-spin interactions with polar molecules

• Tunable range and anisotropy
• Large coherence to decoherence ratio   Q~800-10000 for reasonable trapping parameters

 Examples of Lattice Spin Model with TO

• The Kitaev Model
• Gapped system with abelian excitations
• Feasible technique for measuring quasiparticle statistics

 Can we increase the effective coupling (increase the gap)?  Possible with self 
assembled lattices---->closer lattice spacings

 Building three body interactions


